Objective. The vestibular system provides essential information about balance and spatial orientation via the brain to other sensory and motor systems. Bilateral vestibular loss significantly reduces quality of life, but vestibular implants (VIs) have demonstrated potential to restore lost function. However, optimal electrical stimulation strategies have not yet been identified in patients. In this study, we compared the two most common strategies, pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and pulse rate modulation (PRM), in patients. Approach. Four subjects with a modified cochlear implant including electrodes targeting the peripheral vestibular nerve branches were tested. Chargeequivalent PAM and PRM were applied after adaptation to baseline stimulation. Vestibulo-ocular reflex eye movement responses were recorded to evaluate stimulation efficacy during acute clinical testing sessions. Main results. PAM evoked larger amplitude eye movement responses than PRM. Eye movement response axes for lateral canal stimulation were marginally better aligned with PRM than with PAM. A neural network model was developed for the tested stimulation strategies to provide insights on possible neural mechanisms. This model suggested that PAM would consistently cause a larger ensemble firing rate of neurons and thus larger responses than PRM. Significance. Due to the larger magnitude of eye movement responses, our findings strongly suggest PAM as the preferred strategy for initial VI modulation.
Characterization of pulse amplitude and pulse rate modulation for a human vestibular implant during acute electrical stimulation
Introduction
The vestibular system plays an essential role in everyday life. Being at the interface of sensory and motor systems, it contributes to various levels of nervous function. For example, the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) drives stabilization of gaze during head motion, while other pathways drive postural control and spatial orientation. All these rely on the input from five peripheral vestibular organs in each inner ear. Three semicircular canals sense head rotation and two otolith organs sense head translation. Vestibular disorders present extraordinary challenges that in many cases are currently neither accurately diagnosed nor treated (Lewis 2015a , van de Berg et al 2015a . For instance, patients with bilateral vestibular loss typically suffer from imbalance, impaired spatial orientation, or oscillopsia. The prognosis of bilateral vestibular loss is unfavorable (Zingler et al 2008) , patients have a reduced quality of life and no adequate treatment is currently available (Porciuncula et al 2012 , Guyot 2015 .
Vestibular implants (VIs) can restore vestibular function in patients with bilateral vestibular loss through pulsatile electrical stimulation of peripheral vestibular nerve branches. Gong and Merfeld (2000) demonstrated the first VI prototype in guinea pigs. It measured head angular velocity with a single-axis gyroscope sensor and the velocity signal was used to modulate the pulse rate stimulation for the nerve branch innervating one semicircular canal. This concept of electrical stimulation modulated by sensor input has been derived from cochlear implants that have successfully rehabilitated sensorineural hearing loss (Wilson and Dorman 2008) . VI prototypes have been tested in animal models (e.g., Gong and Merfeld 2000 , Della Santina et al 2007 , Lewis 2015b ) and a limited number of patients (e.g., Wall et al 2007 , Guyot et al 2011b , Guinand et al 2015 , Phillips et al 2015 .
One key aspect of VI development is the choice of the pulse modulation strategy to encode head rotation. Prototypes in animal models have predominantly employed pulse rate modulation (PRM) to replicate primary afferents' natural spike rate modulation (Fernandez and Goldberg 1971) . PRM partially restored semicircular canal function in various models such as guinea pigs , Merfeld et al 2007 , Gong et al 2008 , chinchillas (Della Santina et al 2007 , Fridman et al 2010 , Dai et al 2011b , squirrel monkeys (Lewis et al 2002 , Merfeld et al 2007 , Lewis et al 2010 and rhesus monkeys (Dai et al 2011a , Nie et al 2013 . The degree of restoration has been typically assessed through VOR mediated eye movement responses.
Investigating other modulation paradigms also demonstrated useful eye movement responses in animal models. For example, pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) evoked increasing eye movement responses, when increasing pulse amplitude in chinchillas (Davidovics et al 2011) . Co-modulation of PRM and PAM in animal models yielded larger eye movement responses than PAM or PRM alone (Davidovics et al 2012 . Nevertheless, PRM has remained the preferred paradigm in animal models, since it is more similar to physiological encoding and has also shown gradual improvement of eye movement responses with chronic electric stimulation over at least one week (Lewis et al 2010 .
In human trials, bilateral vestibular loss patients have been instrumented with modified cochlear implants. These use PAM by default to encode sound information and it was therefore a viable stimulation paradigm for vestibular stimulation. In fact, PAM evoked smoothly modulated eye movement responses of larger magnitude than PRM (Guyot et al 2011a) . Our group further demonstrated with PAM single-axis VOR restoration (Perez Fornos et al 2014) and VOR dependency on modulation frequency (Van De Berg et al 2015b) . A second group also performed VI instrumentation in patients (Golub et al 2014) . They then recorded eye movement responses to different pulse amplitudes and pulse rates at regular intervals over the course of a year or longer. They reported changes of eye velocity over time and noted a lower effectiveness of PRM to modulate eye movement than PAM (Phillips et al 2015) .
While stimulation parameters and paradigms have been investigated more extensively in animal models, it has remained unclear whether those findings would translate to patients. A systematic comparison of PAM and PRM has recently become increasingly necessary and urgent with the more widespread adoption of modified cochlear implants for vestibular stimulation (Valentin et al 2013 , Golub et al 2014 , Guinand et al 2015 . The study herein is the first systematic comparison of both modulation paradigms in patients. We tested four patients instrumented with modified cochlear implants. Specifically, we injected equal amounts of electric charge with both paradigms and compared their efficacies. To unify and better understand our experimental results, we built a simple and biologically inspired VOR model driven by electrical stimulation. The model was adapted to the discontinuity introduced by VI activation, i.e. the adaptation to continuous electrical baseline stimulation (Guyot et al 2011a) and it reproduced the relationships between PRM and PAM found in our experiments.
Our comparison of both paradigms strongly suggests PAM as preferred paradigm-at least during the acute phase after implant activation. Patient studies with chronic electrical stimulation are required in the future to verify whether vestibular plasticity improves the magnitude and alignment of eye movement responses.
Methods

Patients
Experiments were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The ethics committees of the University Hospitals Geneva (NAC 11-080) and the Maastricht University Medical Center (NL36777.068.11/METC 11-2-031) approved this study.
From a pool of twelve patients instrumented with modified cochlear implants (MED-EL, Innsbruck, Austria), four were available for this study (named patient 1 to patient 4, table 1). The stimulation sites were proximal to the lateral, superior and posterior ampullary nerves (LAN, SAN and PAN, respectively). Details on vestibular diagnosis, inclusion criteria, implant and surgical approaches have been published elsewhere (Guinand et al 2015) .
Stimulation and recording paradigm
Patients were tested acutely, 2-3 h per electrode while sitting in a non-moving chair in a dark room. Stimulation was controlled with a customized system interfacing with the modified cochlear implant . The baseline pulse amplitude was set in the middle of the dynamic range, i.e., between lower vestibular and upper comfortable thresholds (Perez Fornos et al 2014). Baseline stimulation was maintained thirty minutes. During this time all vestibular symptoms such as nystagmus subsided (Guyot et al 2011a) .
All patients were tested using biphasic pulse trains presented at 200 pps baseline pulse rate with 400 μs phase width. Patients 2, 3 and 4 were further subjected to 100 pps baseline pulse rate (same phase width). The rationale behind supraphysiological baseline pulse rates is to allow for symmetric excitatory and inhibitory PRM necessary for a unilateral implant to compensate for bilateral loss and has been primarily used in animal studies (Merfeld and Rabbitt 2004) .
In PAM, pulse amplitude was sinusoidally modulated at a modulation frequency of 1 Hz. Medium and high levels of PAM were tested at 75% and 100% of the dynamic range, respectively. The high level at 100% of the dynamic range was set below the patient's pain threshold. A low setting at 50% did not evoke consistent and significant responses and is not presented. Due to limited availability, patient 4 only received high level stimulation.
In PRM, pulse rate was likewise sinusoidally modulated to inject the equivalent charge as PAM. Specifically, the injected charges by the cathodic phases during a half-cycle of the sinusoid were matched (figure 1). With PRM, an additional level 2xhigh with doubled charge was applied. This was not possible with PAM, as it would have resulted in facial nerve activation and uncomfortable facial twitching.
At the beginning of each modulation trial, subjects focused on a LED in front of them for a few seconds. Afterwards the LED was turned off and modulation started. Eye movement responses were recorded with a two-dimensional, monocular video eye tracking system in the dark (EyeSeeCam, Munich, Germany). The system was chosen for its high sampling rate (220 Hz) and lightweight design. Sixty cycles were recorded for each trial and electrical stimulation returned to baseline after each modulation trial. All stimulation parameters are summarized in table 1.
Analysis
Data was analyzed post-hoc with Matlab 2015a (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Raw horizontal and vertical eye positions were analyzed separately first to yield horizontal and vertical peak eye velocities for each modulation trial. To facilitate comparison, these were finally combined to a single peak eye velocity using the vector norm of horizontal and vertical peak eye velocities. The peak eye velocity was normalized for each patient and canal as explained in (Van De Berg et al 2015b) . Further details are provided below.
Raw eye position signals were low-pass filtered with a 4th-order Butterworth filter and 60 Hz cut-off frequency to decrease noise level. Second order approximate derivatives were calculated from the eye position signals with the Matlab command diff to yield eye acceleration values. Samples with acceleration values above 1000°s −2 were discarded to eliminate blinks or saccadic eye movements (Perez Fornos et al 2014). Remaining eye position values were differentiated once with the command diff to yield eye velocity values. To eliminate singular noisy samples, a rolling average of the five previous eye velocity values was calculated. That average was then taken to identify the peak eye velocity for each cycle. These values were averaged over all cycles to yield horizontal and vertical peak eye velocities for a given trial. These two were combined with the vector norm to yield a single peak eye velocity for each modulation trial. Finally, the value was normalized to the maximum value for each patient and canal.
Eye movement response axes were calculated through the inverse tangent of vertical and horizontal peak eye velocity (Van De Berg et al 2015b). Angles were calculated for each cycle of a modulation trial (sixty cycles per trial) and then averaged. Angles are given with respect to the first quadrant between 0°and 90°, with the horizontal axis being 0°. Statistical significance for both peak eye velocities and response axes was tested with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Vestibular nuclei model
We designed a simple neural network model of the VOR pathway to simulate eye movement responses and extract peak eye velocities, illustrated in figure 2(A) (Digiovanna et al 2016) . Starting from established principles (McIntyre and Grill 2000), we modeled vestibular afferent recruitment to VI stimulation as illustrated in figure 2(B). We assumed that PAM varied the radius of the sphere of the induced electrical field and thus the number of recruited afferents. The recruited afferents then fired at the constant, imposed baseline pulse rate. In contrast, the induced electrical field by PRM had a constant size because the pulse amplitude remained fixed. Thus, PRM interacted with the same population of afferents and their firing rates were modulated by PRM.
Peak eye velocity to PAM and PRM were modeled with four equations. We did not consider horizontal and vertical eye movement separately for the model. Peripheral afferent encoding of head angular velocity and the resulting eye movement velocity v were modeled with a hyperbolic tangent (Fernandez and Goldberg 1971, Arnold and Robinson 1997) : where N is the total number of afferents (2000 afferents simulated), w i the synaptic weights, x i the afferent firing rate, and b the bias term for the vestibular nuclei. Synaptic weights were learned based on assumed healthy modulation and corresponding eye movement. A vestibular pathology such as bilateral vestibular loss was emulated with a lower-thanphysiological resting discharge (log-normally distributed, mean 26.3 Hz, standard deviation 6.6 Hz) (Fetter and Dichgans 1996) , weights were adapted to accommodate this lower firing rate. On activation of the VI, a number of afferents were recruited by the electric stimulation ( figure 2(B) ). Their firing rates x i adopted the imposed baseline pulse rate. This induced a nystagmic eye movement response and thus a retinal slip e that was different from zero and in conflict with the subject being seated stationary:
The slip error was eventually corrected by adapting the bias term b and weights w i to a lower value. Backpropagation of mean-squared error was used to update the weights (for healthy, bilateral vestibular loss, and VI activated periods). The ratio of α bias to α w was 200:1. The update equations were:
bias 2
Results
Peak eye velocities
Pooling all patients, eight out of twelve electrodes evoked eye movement responses. Peak eye velocities ranged from 3.7 to 28.1°s −1 (table 1). Figure 3 (A) shows the normalized peak eye velocities to facilitate a global comparison between modulation paradigms, modulation levels and patient-specific differences. Across all patients, PAM resulted in significantly higher responses than PRM at a baseline pulse rate of 200 pps (p<0.001, all tests one-way ANOVA unless stated otherwise). The most profound differences between PAM and PRM responses were seen in patients 2 and 3.
Modulation levels had no consistent impact on either paradigm ( figure 3(A) ). High PAM evoked a significantly stronger response than medium PAM only in three out of seven cases (patient 2 LAN, SAN; patient 3 SAN, p<0.01). For PRM, modulation levels had no consistent effect; we observed significant differences only for patient 2 LAN and SAN (p<0.01).
Additional tests at 100 pps baseline pulse rate were performed with patients 2, 3 and 4 ( figure 3(B) ). Peak eye velocities in response to PAM were significantly reduced by an average of 39.6% at 100 pps compared to 200 pps baseline pulse rate in tested patients (p<0.01). PRM responses did not change significantly, except for patient 2 SAN (p<0.01). For four out five cases, the PAM response at 100 pps baseline pulse rate remained significantly larger than the PRM response.
Response axes Figure 4 shows the effects of the different test conditions on eye movement response axes. For LAN electrodes, response axes should be close to the ideal axis of 0°(i.e., earth horizontal). Patients 1 and 2 had PRM response axes significantly closer to the ideal axis than PAM (one-way ANOVA, p<0.05). In patients 3 and 4, PRM response axes were marginally closer to the ideal axis than PAM ( figure 4(A) ). For instance, the PRM response axes for patient 3 LAN had on average an angle of 34.4°compared to 35.7°for PAM (p>0.08). Modulation levels had no significant effect on the LAN response axes.
For SAN and PAN electrodes, response axes were more vertical (closer to 90°) than for LAN electrodes ( figure 4(B) ). The response axes for patient 3 SAN stayed relatively horizontal (e.g., about 34°for both LAN and SAN at medium PAM). We observed significant differences in patients 1 and 3 between PRM and PAM response axes; the latter were more vertical. Similar to LAN stimulation, modulation levels had no significant effect on SAN and PAN response axes.
Halving the baseline pulse rate to 100 pps had mostly no significant effect in the three tested patients, patients 2 to 4 ( figure 4(C) ). There was no significant difference for LAN response axes. SAN response axes for patient 3 were not significantly different; for patient 2 the response axis was significantly less vertical at 100 than at 200 pps baseline pulse rate (p<0.01).
Vestibular nuclei model
The model simulated eye movement responses to compute peak eye velocities for the experiments at 100 and 200 pps baseline pulse rate for patient 3 LAN. We opted for that subject and dataset because the patient was available for tests early and throughout this study and because the response was the second largest absolute peak eye velocity across all electrodes. This facilitated model fitting. Fitting to other datasets was also successful and yielded similar findings, but are not shown here.
Our model showed three effects. First, we found clear differences between PAM and PRM recruitments of peripheral vestibular afferents ( figure 5(A) ). Second, baseline stimulation led to reduced synaptic weights of recruited afferents compared to non-recruited ones to compensate for the stimulation ( figure 5(B) ). Third, ensemble firing rates were larger for PAM than PRM ( figure 5(C) ). This resulted from PAM recruitment (i.e., percent of recruited afferents) being a function of pulse amplitude and the discontinuity between spontaneous afferent resting discharge and electrically imposed baseline pulse rate. Taken together, action potentials induced by PAM had a higher ensemble firing rate and passed through higher synaptic weights than PRM.
Simulating different modulation levels, PAM generated larger peak eye velocities than PRM ( figure 5(D) ). There were differences within each modality, but a 2xhigh modulation level Figure 2 . Illustration of the simple VOR pathway model. (A) After vestibular injury, afferents continue to fire at some or no resting discharge and are unresponsive to rotational inputs. These afferents (total number M) synapse directly on the vestibular nuclei; thus have synaptic weights. These weights and any self-regulation must have adapted to equilibrium such that nystagmus is reduced to zero. At the moment the implant is turned on, a discontinuity is introduced and a sub-population of N neurons (red) adopts the imposed baseline pulse rate. We modeled this system as a linear summation with adaptive synaptic weights (equations (1)-(4)). (B) Illustration of the two stimulation paradigms: PAM changes the spatial size of the electric field and thus the number of recruited neurons firing at the baseline pulse rate, whereas PRM does not change the number of recruited neurons, but changes the induced firing rates.
(37.5%) in PRM only generated approximately one-half the eye movement response of the medium modulation level (16.7%) in PAM.
Reducing the baseline pulse rate to 100 pps reduced the ensemble firing rate, and thus output in PAM. Consistent with the experimental results, this caused no change in peak eye figure 1) . (B) Normalized peak eye velocities (PEV) for different modulation depths at a baseline pulse rate of 200 pps. Eight out of twelve implanted electrodes evoked eye movement responses. For all electrodes, PAM yielded significantly stronger responses than PRM (p<0.01). Modulation depth did generally not significantly alter peak eye velocities, except for PAM of patient 1 SAN. (C) Patients 2, 3 and 4 were additionally subjected to a lower baseline pulse rate of 100 pps resulting in significantly reduced peak eye velocity for PAM (p<0.01). At 100 pps baseline pulse rate, peak eye velocities for PAM remained larger than for PRM (significant in three out of five cases, p<0.01). For all tests, one-way ANOVA and normalization to the strongest eye movement response for the given electrode. Error bars are standard deviation (SD).
velocities for PRM, but caused significant reduction for PAM (figure 5(E), one-way ANOVA, p<10
−5
).
Discussion
This study compared eye movement responses evoked with PAM and PRM in four patients suffering from bilateral vestibular loss and chronically implanted with a prototype VI. Across these patients, PAM evoked clearly larger peak eye velocities than PRM. Eye movement response axes to LAN stimulation were better aligned with PRM than PAM. We regard peak eye velocity as more crucial criterion since central vestibular plasticity might naturally attenuate misalignment and improve response axes . Therefore, we believe that PAM should be considered as preferred paradigm for initial VI activation in instrumented patients.
In animal model VIs, PRM has often been the preferred encoding scheme to mimic the primary afferents' spike rate modulation (e.g., Davidovics et al 2013, Nie et al 2013) and also in humans (Guyot et al 2011a (Guyot et al , 2011b .
Despite these promising results with different modulation paradigms across animal models, there had not been a systematic comparison in patients (or an experimental design allowing such a comparison) as we present here. Identifying the more effective modulation paradigm has become increasingly relevant, as the concept of using modified cochlear implants has shown promise (Guyot et al 2011a (Guyot et al , 2011b and is being adopted also by other groups (Valentin et al 2013 , Golub et al 2014 , Phillips et al 2015 . Cochlear implants use PAM per default for speech encoding. Therefore, using the same modulation paradigm might require less substantial reprogramming of processing and stimulation units than using PRM .
Effects of pulse modulation on peak eye velocity
In our experiments PAM evoked stronger eye movement responses than PRM. Only two other studies reported tests with different modulation paradigms in human patients. Guyot et al (2011a) reported smooth eye movement responses to PAM or PRM in one patient. Phillips et al (2015) studied responses to electrical stimulation in four patients at regular intervals over the course of at least a year. Though they did not compare PAM and PRM systematically based on injected charge as herein, they noted the lower effectiveness of PRM to modulate eye movement than PAM. In animal models, however, PAM and PRM were both effective depending on the baseline pulse rate and modulation levels, but were not compared systematically based on injected charge (Davidovics et al 2012, Davidovics et al 2013 , Nie et al 2013 .
Modulation levels of PAM had generally no effect on peak eye velocities in our patients. In other studies, increasing pulse amplitude by 100% or more led to markedly larger peak eye velocities (Davidovics et al 2012 , Nie et al 2013 , Phillips et al 2015 . Our patients, however, had limited dynamic ranges and thus only modest increases between medium and high PAM levels. Patient 2 SAN had the largest . During PAM, there were additional afferents recruited (purple), whose weights were not adjusted due to baseline stimulation. (C) Averaging across all simulated afferents, PAM induced a higher ensemble firing rate than PRM. (D) Mean peak eye velocities (PEV) to PAM (medium and high, adapted from patient 3 LAN) and PRM (medium, high, 2xhigh) for 50 cycles. (E) Model eye velocity was dependent on baseline pulse rate for PAM and was reduced significantly, when halving the baseline pulse rate to 100 pps (one-way ANOVA p<10 −5 ). PRM was not affected (oneway ANOVA, p=0.97). Error bars are standard deviation (SD).
dynamic range with a maximal increase by 55% with respect to baseline pulse amplitude. In fact, that patient showed a significant difference in peak eye velocities between PAM modulation levels.
Modulation levels of PRM also had generally no effect on peak eye velocities in our patients, despite the additional 2xhigh level. This finding was consistent with reports in chinchillas and monkeys, where PRM levels did not significantly affect peak eye velocities at similarly high baseline pulse rates (Davidovics et al 2012 . Only patient 2 showed significant differences between some PRM levels, which were possibly facilitated by the large dynamic range in that patient.
Refinements of the surgical approach, electrode design and placement might provide a larger dynamic range and thus allow for larger modulations of pulse amplitude or pulse rate. Electrode placement and design could be adapted to specifically target remaining intact neurons in the ampullae, along the course of the vestibular nerve branches or Scarpa's ganglion to better address the patient's specific vestibular pathology (Van De Berg et al 2012, Guinand et al 2015) . Furthermore, a multisite electrode array with a forked design (Valentin et al 2013) or a double-sided design (Poppendieck et al 2014) would facilitate fine-tuning of stimulation through multipolar stimulation, similar to investigations in cochlear implants (Bonham and Litvak 2008) . These refinements will have to be evaluated as they could change the recruitment of primary afferents and improve the responses to PRM and, or PAM.
Baseline pulse rates of 100 and 200 pps were tested in patients 2, 3, and 4. Peak eye velocities in response to PAM were significantly larger at the higher baseline pulse rate and matched reports in animal studies (Davidovics et al 2012 as well as in instrumented patients (Phillips et al 2015) . In contrast, peak eye velocities in response to PRM were not significantly different for both baseline pulse rates, which was in agreement with a previous patient study (Phillips et al 2015) , but different from animal studies, where PRM evoked significantly larger peak eye velocities at lower baseline pulse rates (Davidovics et al 2012 .
Some hypothesis might explain the influence of the baseline pulse rate and the difference between animal and patient studies. In animal models, vestibular deficit is typically induced either by gentamicin treatment or canal plugging. Both render the semicircular canals insensitive to rotation, but leave the afferent fibers intact and excitable by electrical stimulation (Lewis et al 2010 , Sun et al 2015 . In addition, canal plugging is unlikely to alter the spontaneous firing rate, while gentamicin treatment can reduce it by 40% in chinchillas (Hirvonen et al 2005) . This would introduce a gap between the resting discharge and the imposed baseline pulse rate at VI activation. Though no report exists in the literature about the impact of resting discharge on VI induced eye movement responses, findings in animal models indicate that a larger gap between resting discharge and baseline pulse rate would favor PAM, whereas a smaller gap would favor PRM (Davidovics et al 2012 .
In contrast, the status of the ampullary nerves and the afferents' resting discharge in our patients is unknown. Literature suggests that patients with DFNA9 are likely to experience a loss of vestibular nerve dendrites (Merchant et al 2000) , which would impede electrical stimulation of the ampullary nerve branches. This is likely to have contributed to the slightly smaller peak eye velocities we observed in affected patients 1 and 4 (average across all PAM and PRM conditions: 6.2°s −1 ). In comparison, patients 2 and 3 suffered a trauma and had the largest peak eye velocities (average across all PAM and PRM conditions: 9.2°s −1 ), suggesting that electrical stimulation was more effective and afferent fibers probably intact compared to DFNA9 subjects. Regarding the afferents' resting discharge, there is an indication of a reduction given our finding that PRM was not more effective than PAM at low baseline pulse rates. Studies in the literature have focused on compensation in the vestibular nuclei after labyrinthectomy and initially found depression of activity and subsequent recovery to near normal levels (Newlands and Perachio 1990) . However, we are not aware of compensation studies in the peripheral vestibular afferents. These gaps in knowledge warrant further research to learn more about the histopathologic effects of vestibular diseases in humans that could help optimize VI surgery and stimulation.
Overall, we found in our patients that PAM evoked larger peak eye velocities than PRM, particularly at high baseline pulse rate. Co-modulation of both PAM and PRM further increased peak eye velocities in animal models (Davidovics et al 2012 . However, we focused here on PAM and PRM in the limited patient time to add a systematic comparison based on injected charge.
Further factors influencing peak eye velocity
The selected test paradigm to have patients seated and stationary at all times was likely to be a factor affecting peak eye velocities. In our four tested subjects, absolute peak eye velocities ranged from 3.7 to 28.1°s −1 . This range was larger than responses of 1.2 to 7.8°s −1 in the longitudinal study (Phillips et al 2015) . But importantly, velocities found here and reported in (Phillips et al 2015) were both smaller than head velocities measured in humans during locomotor tasks with peak velocities around 30 and 70°s −1 for walking and running, respectively (Pozzo et al 1991) . This could result in a below normal and insufficient VOR gain; potentially leaving vestibular symptoms, such as oscillopsia, unresolved. However, subjects in (Phillips et al 2015) and here were stationary during experiments to intentionally isolate prosthetic input. We observed that whole body motion increases eye movement responses in our subjects compared to the stationary condition (in preparation), suggesting that coherent exposure to motion and modulated stimulation could increase peak eye velocities to a sufficient level. Specifically, we believe that whole body motion activates residual vestibular function, thus augmenting the eye movement response. One study in rhesus monkeys hinted at a similar phenomenon: It demonstrated that the normal, 'combined' condition of whole-body rotation and motion-modulated stimulation elicited the strongest eye movement responses compared to the 'prosthesis-only condition' with motion-modulated stimulation only (Dai et al 2011a) .
Activating VOR plasticity through chronic VI stimulating would be another promising approach to increase peak eye velocities. Chronic PRM responses increased in magnitude during continuous stimulation (90 days) at baseline pulse rates above 200 pps. These studies were performed in animal models and the improvement has been linked to VOR plasticity (Merfeld et al 2007 , Lewis et al 2010 . Specifically, Lewis et al (2010) hypothesized the superposition of two processes: first, a reduced sensitivity of peripheral vestibular afferents or their central connections to onset of electrical stimulation, and second, a slower form of associative learning that increases VOR responses over time. The former would be active in our study herein as demonstrated by the attenuation of nystagmus during the thirty-minute adaptation to baseline stimulation (Guyot et al 2011a) . The second would require chronic VI stimulation. However, we had not received approval for chronic tests at the time of this study and such studies in patients have not been reported elsewhere in the literature. However, given the similarities in VOR plasticity and its mechanisms between monkeys and humans (Miles and Eighmy 1980, du Lac et al 1995) , it is fair to assume that chronic VI stimulation would improve peak eye velocities also in patients.
While PRM has been tested chronically in animal models, chronic PAM studies have not been reported to our knowledge. But our findings herein and other acute animal studies with PAM and PRM (Davidovics et al 2012 provide encouraging indications, that PAM responses could also improve with chronic stimulation similar to PRM responses. This remains to be investigated in forthcoming studies.
Effects of pulse modulation on response axes
For LAN stimulation at 200 pps baseline pulse rate, PRM generally resulted in response axes closer to the ideal horizontal axis than PAM. The difference was significant in patients 1 and 2. With PAM, the size of the electrical field should be modulated, thus possibly recruiting afferents in an adjacent canal, specifically SAN, which presumably would evoke non-horizontal eye movement. With PRM, the size of the electrical field should remain unchanged. Our experimental results were in agreement with findings in chinchillas, where PRM response axes were closer to reference axes than PAM ones (Davidovics et al 2012) .
For a VI to be useful to patients, it should be capable of compensating for all head movements in 3D space. Response axes observed in patients 1 and 2 were encouraging in this respect, since SAN stimulation (or also PAN stimulation for patient 1) evoked eye movements with a more vertical response axis closer to 90°than LAN stimulation, as expected from physiology. However, misalignment could be observed. Misalignment from the expected response axis could preclude the functional rehabilitation provided by a VI and can be corrected through different strategies.
Chronic VI stimulation in animal models demonstrated that initial misalignment was significantly reduced over one week with PRM . This improvement has been attributed to the plasticity of the vestibulo-ocular central nervous system by adapting to implant stimulation in two steps: firstly to the baseline stimulation by swiftly reducing the sensitivity of afferents or their central connections to the baseline stimulation, then secondly to the continuous motionmodulated stimulation through a slow form of associative learning (Lewis et al 2010) . Studies using continuous stimulation with PAM have not been reported and it remains to be seen whether PAM response axes would also benefit from plasticity. An additional strategy to further reduce misalignment involves a precompensatory coordinate transformation. This computes a stimulation pattern combining electrical stimulation of the three semicircular canals to improve the response axis alignment and has been demonstrated in chinchillas and rhesus monkeys (Fridman et al 2010 .
Vestibular nuclei model
Few computational models for VI research have been presented before. Hayden et al (2011) developed a finite element model of a chinchilla labyrinth from microCT scans and modeled action potential propagation and current flow in response to electrical stimulation of virtual electrodes. Their simulations initiated, for instance, a redesign of their electrode arrays . A similar finite element model of a human inner ear was published recently and can be used as computational framework to test in-silico different electrode designs and placements (Marianelli et al 2015) . Expanding the model by Arnold and Robinson (1997) , our model herein was designed as a neural network model of the vestibular nuclei and VOR pathway subjected to VI stimulation. It supported the observed differences between charge-balanced PRM and PAM and it highlighted two relevant factors. Firstly, our model showed that PAM recruited additional sub-populations of afferents and triggered a sharp change in firing rates from resting discharge to the higher, induced pulse rate. These sub-populations had greater synaptic weights, as they were not attenuated by adaptation to baseline stimulation. Engaging these weights, therefore, led to significantly larger peak eye velocities with PAM than with PRM. In contrast, PRM was confined to the same sub-population with attenuated weights throughout the modulation trial. These relationships showed that PAM was strongly dependent on the baseline pulse rate, while PRM had minimal dependency, in accordance with our experiments. Secondly, our model computed a higher ensemble firing rate for PAM than for PRM, though both injected the same amount of electrical charge at medium or high modulation level. Davidovics et al (2012) hypothesized that through spatiotemporal summation the total number of action potentials would be a main factor of VOR. Since our model can also be regarded as spatiotemporal summation, our simulation results add evidence to their hypothesis. Recording individual peripheral as well as central afferents would be required to verify that assumption. Indeed, preliminary acute recordings of central neuronal synapses in rhesus monkeys showed attenuation following one minute of high pulse rate stimulation (100-300 pps) (Mitchell et al 2014) . This experimental observation supports our simulated attenuation of synaptic weights after adaptation to baseline stimulation.
The high ensemble firing rate for PAM would be consistent with single fiber recordings of the electrically stimulated cat auditory nerve, where increasing pulse amplitude led to higher firing efficiency and higher instantaneous firing rate (Van den Honert and Stypulkowski 1984). Firing rate is used in the cochlear to encode sound level in healthy condition, and is encoded in cochlear implants through pulse amplitude (Moore 2003) . In VIs, PAM could therefore have a similar effect and could encode higher head velocity by increasing the ensemble firing rate combined with the non-attenuated synaptic weights found in our model.
Conclusions
Our experimental findings and model simulations strongly support PAM over PRM for the first phase after initial VI activation, since its larger eye movement responses could improve vestibular rehabilitation. The findings add urgency to investigate chronic stimulation with PAM, as its chronic efficacy remains an open issue.
